
A U D I O V I S U A L  A N D  V E T 
A S S I S T A N T
PURPOSE
This onsite full-time Audio Visual/Veterinarian and Lab position does AV support and installation, troubleshooting, assist with upgrading the 
infrastructure and has a broader range of duties beyond a “conference technician” position.  This strong tech savvy position supports medical 
education and training activities with AV assistance and related support in conference and surgical environments with cadaveric material and 
medical devices such as, x-ray C-arms, microscopes, endoscopic towers and a Pheno angiography suite. 

The candidate in this position should also have the aptitude to learn and assist the Vet Technologist with periodical care of animals, administering 
appropriate anesthetics and providing appropriate exposures and draping for educational training with respect and in accordance with 
appropriate company policies along with IACUC and USDA regulations.

The strong customer service focus and unique nature of this position allows the employee to expand and apply their knowledge of the Audio 
Visual and/or Vet experiences to the medical world.  At the MERI, surgeons, medical professionals, engineers and other health care professionals 
throughout the country and world conduct research or are introduced to and train on the newest medical procedures and equipment. 

MERI provides hands-on training not only for learners in our courses but also for employees to be able to support those courses.  This position, 
however, does require that the individual be specifically savvy in the Audio Visual/computer environment and be apply those skills and quickly 
learn other skills needed to support all our educational activities.

REPORTS TO
Course Delivery & Training Manager

INDIRECTLY REPORTS TO
Operation Managers, Clinical Managers with strong interfacing with all departments

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS
This is a summary list and not all inclusive of the job description.
 
 Provide professional strong customer service driven audio and video support for event with proper planning and preparation 
 and testing.

 Setup and install equipment such as microphones, sound speakers, video screens, projectors, video monitors, cameras,
 lighting, recording equipment (c-arm, microscopes, endoscopic towers, simulators, etc.) connecting wires/cables to medical 
 equipment.

 Image transfers and file format conversions.

 Image and video posting.

 Assist in infrastructure maintenance.

 Hardware and software updates.

 Operate C-arm x-ray machine.

 AV transferring back and forth from one location to another location one or multiple monitors or screens; routing AV input and output.

 Video Scaling

 Assist in upgrading AV related equipment (e.g. analog to digital, mounts, cabling and wiring, amplifiers, extenders and switchers, 
 recording, control systems like AMX or other.)

 Hands-on assist in medical training courses that prepare use cadaveric material or periodic use of animals following establish guidelines 
 of proper setup and care, exposures, draping and administration of anesthetics as needed.

 Interface, communicate and work with other departments



POSITION REQUIREMENTS
 Strong Audiovisual technology savvy, beyond typical conference technician type position

 Tech/computer savvy, in general

 Professional demeanor at all times 

 Respect for the Gift which allows the opportunity for such training to exist

 Able to adjust to customer start times and end times, without notice.  Hours and days may vary, typically Monday – Saturday days, 
 periodic Sundays with higher volumes during certain times of the year

 Reliable transportation to adjust to changing start/end times

 Able to lift/maneuver 75 pounds periodically

 Able to stand long hours when needed

 Able to touch and work with cadaveric specimens

 May travel occasionally by car or plane

 Acquire CDL medical certificate

Send Resume to: hr@meri.org. Please include your work in the AV field and types of systems and equipment that you used.
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